Wash Out "Corona Virus" from "Throat"

By C K Jayaram

Introduction- It is widely confirmed in all media that Washing hands with soap destroys completely "corona Virus". If the above is true, then we have to examine if any device can be devised that can completely and efficiently wash the Throat areas with soap water, to rid the virus.

It is widely advertised that the Corona virus stays in the Throat for 3 to 4 days before it enters the Lungs after which there is no going back.

In the above context I have drawn sketch of a device similar to the cluster of tubes inserted in the throat through the mouth of patients undergoing operations.

The mechanism has following different pipes (Total 4 Nos.) which are embedded one inside the other concentrically, as shown in the Sketch attached.
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The functions of these Tubes individually are as below:-

**Tube (A):** This is the Camera tube which enables insertion of the mechanism smoothly and to position the mechanism at the appropriate locations.

**Tube (B):** This pipe is inserted concentrically and serves the purpose of free breathing of the patient with feeding of normal air or oxygen.

**Tube (C):** This tube is having an expandable bulb attachment at the end which when inflated acquires the desired dimensions and hold tightly against the Wall of the Throat and act as a sealant to ensure that the Soap water used does not seep into the Stomach or the Lungs. It may not be fatal even if the Soap water seeps a bit. This tube while acting as a sealant of the throat, down beyond the operational area, also acts a scraper while withdrawing from the Patient's Mouth/Throat at the end of the operation. This will ensure complete (100%) removal of residual soap water remaining on the walls of the throat left over if any in the operational zone. This pipe is of expandable type, operated and dimensions controlled by pumping of air from a Pump.

**Tube (D):** This is also concentrically inserted and serves the purpose of cleaning the walls of the Throat with Soap Water, Rinsing, and sucking out the soap water used and re spraying of fresh soap water for repeated cleaning and rinsing operation of the throat walls this Pipe is also expandable type and operated Air of liquid for expansion. This has wiping bulb at the ends circumferentially, and the tube can reciprocate its movement vertically up and down the throat, simultaneously spraying medicated soap water on the walls of the throat, moving up and down cleaning the surface, rinsing and sucking out the washed soap water remains.

I request this may be examined by experts for incorporation if there is any possibility with this mechanism suggested to wipe out Corona virus.

Thanking you, your's sincerely Jayaram.
Sketch Below:

**SUB: CORONA VIRUS ELIMINATION**

**MODE: NASH THROAT WITH SOAP WATER (INITIAL 4 DAYS BEFORE ENTERING LUNGS)**

ESPT: AS BELOW SIMILAR TO CLUSTER OF TUBES INSERTED WHILE CONDUCTING HEART OPERATION

1. **MOUTH**
2. **THROAT**
3. **INNER Lining**
4. **LUNGS**

**CAMERA TUBE (A)**

**Breathing Tube (B)**

**Compressed Air Tube (C)**

**SOAP WATER (D)**

**Rinsing Tube**

**SLIDING TYPE CAN SPRAY SOAP WATER AND RUB WHILE SLIDING**

**ALSO ACTS AS SUCTION TUBE - REMOVES SOAP WATER AFTER CLEANING**

**Breather Air Pipe**

**Wiper at the End of (D) Sliding Type with Spray Mechanism**

**Wiper at the End of Compressed Air Tube**

1. **Sprinkle Soap Water Seeding Out Beyond Throat Area**
2. **While Withdrawing (Removing) Completely Scrapes Out Soap Water Residue**

**Process: The Walls of Throat Grated With Soap Water and a Repeating Tube (D) Sprays and Clears Scrapes and Cleanes Tube (C) Prevents Soap Water Entering Lungs or Stomach**